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A mimnum contained borated water ume of 59l7 gallons which"
is ensured by maintaining indicated level of greater. than or
equal to 164~

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

8ORATED 'WATER SOURCE - SHUTDOWN

LIMITINC CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3 ~ 1.2.5 As a minimum, one of the following borated water sources shalL be
OPERABLE:

a. choric acid tank with:

1 Ami tained orat wa vo o 00 ~o, whic
e ui ent t 7X 'ca Le

2. A boron concentration of between 7000 and 7750 ppm, and

3. A minimum soLution temperature of 65'F.

b. The refuel.ing water storage tank (RQST) with:

1 ~ A minimum contained borated water volume of 106,000 gallons,
which is equival.ent to L2X indicated vel,

2<00 Zr,oo

2 ~ A boron concentration of between and ppm, and

~ 3 ~ A minimum soLution temperature of 40'F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.

ACTEON:

With no borated water source OPERABLE, suspend aLI. operations invol.ving CORE

ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.1.2.5 The above required borated water source shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

b.

At Least, once per 7 days by:

I'erifying the boron concentration of the water,

2. Verifying the contained borated water voLume, and

3. Verifying the boric acid tank solution temperature when it is
the source of borated water.

At Least once per 24 hours by verifyxng the RWST temperature when it
is the source of borated water and. the outside air temperature is
Less than 40'F.

SHEARON HARRIS - UNIT 1 3/4 1-11 Amendment Ho.~



A minimum contained horated water volume f 2S>9l7 gallons, whioh is
ensured hy maintaining indicated level of greater than or ecgxal to
704

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

SORATED MATER SOURCES - OPERATINC

LIMITINC CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3 ~ 1 2.6 As a minimum, the folLoving boraced vacer source(s) shaLL be OPERABLK
as required Specif ication 3.1.2.2:

boric acid tank vith:

1. A mini concai orate ater v e of , 0 ons,
is e

' ent t X indi ed leve

2. A boron concentration of betveen 7000 and 7750 ppm, and

3 ~ A minimum solution tempcracure of 65'F.

b. The refueling water storage tank, (EST) vich:

2 ~

A minimum contained borated vacer volume of 436,000 gallons,
which is equivaLenc to 92Z indicace Levels

2/00 2t 0

A baron concentracion of between and ppmp

3. A minimum solucion temperature of 40'F, and

4. A maximum solution temperature of 125'F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

a. ~ith thc boric acid tank inoperabLe and being used as one of the
above required borated water sources, restore the boric acid tank
to OPERABLK status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and boraced to a SHUTDOWN MARCIN as required
by Figure 3.1-1 ac 200'F; restore che boric acid tank to OPERABLE
status vichin the next 7 days or bc in COLD SHUTDOWN vithin the next
30 hours.

b" ~ith the EST inoperabLe, rescore'che tank to OPERABLE scatus
vithin 1 hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY vichin che nexc
6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOMN vithin che folloving 30 hours ~

SHEARON HARRIS - UNIT 1 3/4 1-12 Amendment Ho. ~



3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE CMLZN|3 SYSTEMS

3/4. 5; 1 ACCUNJLATORS

COLO LEG INJECTION

LIMITIHG CONOITION FOR OPERATION

3.5.1 Each Reactor Coolant System (RCS) accumulator shall be OPERABLE with:

a. The isolation valve open wfth power supply cfrcuft breaker open,

b. A contained borated water volume-of between 66 and 96K fndfcatsd level,
c. A boron concentration. of between and pe, and

gag p Qp00
d- A nitrogen cover-pressure of between 585 an 665 psig.

APPLICABILITY: MOOES 1, 2, and 3~.

ACTION:

b.

With one accumulator inoperable, except as a result of a closed
isolation valve, restore the inoperable accumulator to OPERABLE
status within 1 hour or be fn at least HOT STANOBY within the next
6 hours and reduce pressurfzer pressure to less than 1000 psigwithin the following 6 hours.

Nth one acaaulator fnoperable due to the fsolatfon valve befng
closed, efther fmaHately open the fsolatfon valve or be in at
least HOT STANOSY wfthfn 6 hours and reduce pressurf zer pressure
to less than INO psfg wfthfn the followfng 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE IRENKNTS

4.5.1.1 Each accueulator shall be demonstrated OPKRABLK:

a. At least once per I2 hours by:

L Verffyfny, by the absence of alarms, the contained borated
water vol~ and nitrogen cover pressure in th~ tanks, and

Verffyfng that eacii acc~lator fsolatfon valve fs open.

*RCS OPMAlltl AOOvi 1MO OSIO.

SHKARN'ARRIS UNIT "1 3/4 5 1 4mwd<gn> N0 ~



~ '. 'NERGENCY CORE COO ~i G SYSTEMS

3/4. 5.4 RE."UELING MATER STORAGc TANK

LrqITING CQNOITIQN FQR OPERATION

3.S.4 The refueling water storage tank ($4ST) shall be OPERABLE with:

a. A minimum contained borated water volume of 436,000 gallons, which
is equivalent ta 92" indicated level.

b. A boron cancentratian of between and ppm of baron,
2400 gQ QD

c. A minimum saluticn temperature of 40 F, an

d. A maximum soluticn temperature cf 125'F.

APPi rCABILITY: MQOES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

'4i h:he RWST incoerable, restore the tank ta QP'ERABLE status within 1 hour r
be in at least HQT STANOBY within 6 hours and in COLO SHUTOQMN ~ithin the
following 30 hours.

SURV'EILLANCc. REQUIREMENTS

4.5.4 The %ST shall be demonstrated OPER@LE:

a. At least once aer 7 days bPr

1. Verifying the contained borated water volume in the tank, and
2. Verifying the bonn concentration of the water.

b- A least once per 24 hours by verifying the RWST temperature wnen
the outside air temperature is less than 40 F or greater tnan

SHEARON HARRIS - UNIT 1 3/4 S-9 g rylelIJN Co~ ~~



CONTAINMENT SYSTEHS

SPRAY AOOITIVE SYSTBf

LIMITING CONDITjON FOR OPLRAT.ON

3.6.2. 2 The Spray Additfve System shall be OPERABLE wfth:

a. s aye'addf fve k n nfn a v ume be n 2 and 29
logs of e en gg' b f ht aOH s uti, n

b- Two spray addftfve eductors each capable of adding NaOH solution
froa the chemical addftfve tank to a Contafexent Spray System pump
flan.

APPLICABILITY: HOOES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

~fth the Spray Additfve System inoperable, restore the system to OPERABL
s acus within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANOBY within the next 6 hours;
restore the Spray Additfve System to OpERABLE status wfthfn the next 48 hours
cr be in COLO SHUTQQWN wfthfn the follmefng 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.6.2.2 The Spray Addftfve Systla shall be deaenstrated OPERABLE:

At least once. per 31 days ~ verifying that each valve (manual,
power operated, or auteaatfc) in the f1'ath that is not locked,
sealed, or otheMse secured fn posftfon, fs fn fts correct position;

b. At least onc» per 6 months by:

Co

1. Verffyfng the contafned solution volume in the tank, and
2. Verffyfng the concantratfon of the NaOH solution by chemical

analysf s.

At least once per 1B months durfng shutdown, by verf fyfng that each
autoaatfc valve fn the flan path actuates to its correct posftfon on

a contafneent spray or contafraent fsolatfon phase A test signal as

appl fcable; and

At 1east once per 5 yiars by verffyfng eW eductor flee rate is
between 19.5 and 20.5 gpa, using the NST as the test source
contafnfng at least 436,000 gallons of water.

A Spray Additive Tank containing between 28 and 30 weight 4 NaOH and a
contained volume of between 3268 and 3964 gallons which will be
ensured by maintaining an indicated level between 924 and 9647

SHEARON HARRIS UNIT 1 3/4 6 12



3/4 ~ 9 R ."U '.'VC OPERATIONS

3/4.~ 3ORON CONCENTRATION

'-..".'... VC COVD: ION POR OPERA ON

3.9.l.a .he ooron concencrac'.on oE alL Ei'Lied portions of che Reaccoz Coolant
Syscem and 'he zeEuel,ing canal. shall. be maincained uniform and suEEicienc co
ensure chat c..e more restricc'.ve oE che Eol,LoMing reatcivicy conditions is met;
either'.

boron LleQCfl>l'O~o~ +0 ~O'"++ ~eF$
(1) A K lass Wan oz'uzi t'ai 0.~5 zza

specgiecL

induc

CDLK,, or
(2) A bozon concentration oE greacer chan or equa to 2 0 ppm.

3.9..'.b The valves listed in Table 3.9-1 shall, be in cheiz positions zequired
by Table 3.9-1.

APPLICABILITY: NODE 6.
~e, boron CoAta«l~~~finn w rnainiain ~

ess+han or equcd ta 0 95 a.5,
S peciA'ed 'in «+hz. COL,R.,

a. With the requirements oE Specification 3.9 ~ L.a noc sacz zed, immediately
suspend aLl operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or positive zeactivicy
changes, and initiace and continue boracion at greacer chan or equaL co
30 gpm of a solution containing greater than or equal to 7000 ppm bor
or ics equivalent until ot
the boron concentration zs zescored co greacer than or equal co 2000 ppm,
whichever is the more restziocive.

0 ~ >i.ch che requizements oE Specification 3.9.l.b noc sacisEied, Lmmeciacezy
suspend alL operations invoLving CORE ALTERATIONS or posicive reaccivity
changes, and initiate action co return the valve(s) co the posicion
required by Table 3.9"l.

SURVEII.LANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9-1. 1 The more restrictive of che cvo reactivicy conditions of
Specification 3 ~ 9 ~ 1.a shaLL be determined prior to:

a. Removing or unbolcing che reactor vessel head, and

b <ithdravaL of any control rod in excess of 3 Eeet from its fully
inserted position Within the reactor vessel..

4.9.1.2 The bozon concentration of che Reactor Coolant System and,che refuel.ing
canal. shall be decermined by chemical analysis to be Michin the limics oE
Specification 3.9.1.a at Lease once per 72

hours'.9.1.3

At least once per 31 days, verify that the vaLves Listed in Table 3 9-1
are in their positions required by Tabl.e 3.9-1.

SHEARON HARRIS - UNIT 1 3/4 9-1 Amendmenc No. A



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BASES

BORATION SYSTEMS (Conc inued) X3p9l7

from EuLL power equilibrium xenon condicions and requires gallons oE
7000 ppm borated <cater be maintained in the boric acid storage tanks or
436,000,gallons oE ppm bora ed Mater be maintained in the reEueLing
mater storage tank (EST '400 - 2l 00

Mich the RCS temperature below 350'F, one boron injection floe path is accept-
able without single failure consideration on che basis of the stable reactivity

SHEARON HARRIS - UNIT L 8 3/4 L-2a Amendment Noi /
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REAC..YITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3ASES

MORATION SYSTEMS (Cant inued )

condition oi the reactoe and rhe addicional. rescrictions pcohiait'ng CORE
ALTERATjONS and posicive react: ricy changes in che event tne singLe boron
injection i Low pach becomes inoperabl.e.

ehe Limitat on for a maximum of one charging/safety injection pump (CSIP) to be
OPERABLE and che Sueveil.lance Requirement to verify aLl CSIPs excepc the
requi e'ed OPERABLE pump co be inoperabLe below 325'F provides assurance that a
mass addition pressure transienr. can be rel.ieved by the opeeacion of a single
PORV.

The boron capabil.icy required bel.ow 200'F is suEEicient co peavide che
required SHUTDOWN MARGIN as defined by SpeciEication 3/4.l.l.2 after xenan
decay and cooldown from 200'F co L40'F. This condition requiees eicher

g9l'l %~gallons oE 7000 ppm borated;ater e maintained in the boric acid scoe age
tanks oe l06,000 gallons oi ppm boe'aced water be mai cained i che
RWST. Z400-7 D jndicated Icvcls used QrZ400-7&OD 5~rveillohcc. +ssti
The gal.lons given above are rhe amounts chat need to be maxncaaned in the tank
in the various circumstances ~ To ger. che specified ~au~each value had added
ro ic an all.owance Eor rhe unusable volume oi waree in the tank, allowances Eor
ocher identified needs, and an aLLowance Eoe possible instrumenc ereoe ~ In
addicion, for human factars purposes, the percenr. indicated Levels ~ere chen
raised to either the next whole percent or che next even percenc and the gaLLon
figures eounded ofE. This makes the LCO values conservative co the analyzed
values. s ecif ed rc c e n g o

The limits on contained water volume and boron concentration oE the RWST also
ensure a pH value oE between 8.5 and 11.0 for the solution eecirculated within
containment after a LOCA. This pH band minimizes che evoLution oE iadine and
minimizes che eEEect of chloride and caustic stress corrosion on mechanical
sysrems and components.

The BAT minimum temperature of 65'F ensures that boron sol.ubiLicy is maintained
tor concencracions of at Least the 7750 ppm Limit. The RWST minimum cemperarure
is consistent with rhe STS val.ue and is based upon other cansideracians since
solubil.icy is not an issue ac che specified concencracion Levels. The RWST

high temperature was selecced ro be consistent with analyticaL assumptions for
concainment heat Load.

The OPERABILITY of one Boron Injection Syscem during REFUELING ensures that
chis system is availabLe Eor reacriviry concroL awhile in MODE 6 ~

3/4.L.3 MOVABLE CONTROL ASSEMBLIES

The specifications of this section ensure that: (L) acceptable powe«is«i"
bution Limits are maintained, (2) the minimum SHUTDOWN MARGIN is main«<ned~
and (3) the potenr.ial eEEeccs oE rod misalignment on associated accident
analyses are limited. OPERABILITY oE rhe control eod posicion indicators is
required to determine concroL rad positions and chereby ensure compliance with
the controL rod aLignment and insertion Limits.

SHEARON HARRIS - UNIT L B 3/4 L-3 Amendment No.M
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CQHTAINMEHT SYS,-

aASES

COHTAZHHEHT VENT?LAT?ON SYSTBI Continued

gross leakage failures could develop. The 0.60 L leakage limit, of Speciffca-
a

tion 3.6. 1.2b. shall not be exceeded shen the leakage rates determined by the
leakage integrity tests of these valves are added to the previously determined
total for all valves and penetrations subject to Type 8 and C tasts.

3/4.6.2 OEPRESSURIZATION AHD COOLING SY~S

3/4. 6.2. 1 CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTBI

The OPERABILITY ot'he Containment Spray System ensures that containment de-
pressurfzatfon and cooling capability wf11 be avaflable in the event of a LOCA

or steam line break. The pressure reductfon and resultant lawer containment
leakage rate are consistent ~ith the assumptfons used in the safety analyses.

The Contafnment Spray System and the Containment Fan Coolers are radundant
to each other in providing post-accident cooling of the containment atmosphere.
However, the Containment Spray System also provides a mechanism for removing
iodine f'r~ the containment atmosphere and there|'ore the time requirements for
restoring an inoperable spray system to QPERASLE status have been maintained
consistent ~fth that assigned other inoperable ESF equipment.

3/4.6.2.2 SPRAY ADDITIVE SYSTEN

Th«PERNILITY of the Spray Addftfve Systaa ensurei that suf,fcient HaOH is
added to the containment spray in the event of a LOCA. The limits on NaOH

volume and concentration ensure a pH value ot be@wan 8.5 and 11.0 for the
solutfon recfrculated vithfn containment attar a LOCA. This pH band minimizes
the evolutfon oi'odfne and mfnfafzes the affect of chloride and caustfc stress
corrosion on mechanical systems and components. The contained solution volume
limit fncludes an allegiance for solutfon not usable because of tank discharge
line location or other physfcal char acterfstfcs. These assumptfons are con» s-
tent fifth the iodine removal e|'i'fcfen assumed fn the safe
RMST 1 el 436,0 gallo pro des a uate te cond ons

a e ~ ra fs ~f n th ~f and mf . as tion of naly «.

3/4. 5.2. 3 CONTAINMENT COOLING SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the Contafnment Fan Coolers ensures that adequate hmt ~
moval capacity fs avaflable Hen operated in con)unction ~th the Contaf~en
Spray Systems during post-LOCA condftfons.

The Contafnment Fan Coolers and the Containment Spray System are redundant to
each other fn provfdfng post-accident coolfng of the containment atmosphere.

~Q)t, $ ~~~ and ~(Ainu~ Vol mmes +or the, Spray Addi+ivy Tank
are. based on +c ar atypic'cat lin i+. ~c spcciEicd <nd<~d levels us«
for survcitlana, inCfudc, inch-umcnb unmrVnin4~'ls and unusabtc Nnk.v'oluN<

SHEARON HARRIS - UNIT 1 8 3/4 6-3



5

ADHINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

6.9 ~ LJ) CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT

6.9.1.6.1 Core operacing Limits shall be established and documenced in che
CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR), plant procedure PLP-L06, prior co each
reLoad cycLe, or prior co any remaining porcion of a reload cycle, Eor rhe
Eo 1 LoLping:

a ~ Moderacor Temperature Coefficienc Posicive and Negacive Limics and
300 ppm surveiLLance limit Eor Specification 3/4.1.1.3,

b. Shutdown Bank Insertion Limics Eor Specification 3/4.1.3.5,

c ~ Control Bank Insertion Limics Eor Specification 3/4.1.3.6,

d. Axial Flux Difference Limirs, cargec band, and APL Eor
Specificar.ion 3/4.2.1,

e ~ Heat Flux Hot ChanneL Facror, F , K(Z), 'M(Z), APL and M(Z)BL
RTP

Eor Specification 3/4.2.2,n. /3oron
Qphtc/i~ops RTP,g~yo~ E ~ EnthaLpy Rise Hoc Channel Factor, F, and PoLPer Factor

gq. 9./. Multiplier, PF
H

for Specification 3)4e2e3.

6.9.1.6.2 The analyticaL methods used to determine the core operacing limitsshall be those previousLy reviewed and approved by the NRC, specifically those
described in che following documencs:

a. WCAP-9272-P-A, "WESTINGHOUSE RELOAD SAFETY EVALUATION HETHODOLOGY",
July 1985 (M Proprietary).

(Hethodology Eor Specificarion 3.1.1.3 - Moderator Temperature
Coefficient, 3.1.3.5 - Shutdown Bank Insertion Limic, 3. 1.3.6-
ControL Bank Insertion Limit, 3.2 ' - Axial Flux DifEerence, 3.2.2-
Heat Flux Hoc Channel Factor giijg5.2.3 - Nucl r EnthaLpy Rise Hoc
Channel Factor ~

> nnd $ .9.] -8yio~ Qgg~~korl
be WCAP-119149 "SAFETY EVALUATION SUPPORTING A MORE NEGATIVE EOL

MODERATOR TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION FOR THE
.SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT", August 1988 (M Proprietary).
Approved by NRC Safety Evaluation daced Hay 229 1989.

(Methodology for Specification 3.1.1.3 - Hoderacor Temperature
Coefficient) ~

C ~ MCAP-10216-P-A, "RELAXATION OF CONSTANT AXIAL OFFSET CONTROL F
SURVESLLAMCE TECMMSCAL SPECSPSCATSUMer JURE 3993 (M PrePrierarj).

(Methodology for Specificacions 3.2.1 - AxiaL Flux Difference
(Relaxed Axial Offser. Concrol) and 3.2.2 - Heat Flux Hot Channel
Factor (F~ Hechodology Eor M(Z) surveiLlance requirements)).

SHEARON HARRIS - UNIT 1 6-24 Amendment No.~
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r
REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BORATED WATER SOURCE - SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.5
OPERABLE:

As a minimum, one of the following borated water sources shall be

a. The boric acid tank with:

l. A minimum contained borated water volume of 5917 gallons
which is ensured by maintaining indicated level of greater
than or equal to 16%,

2. A boron concentration of between 7000 and 7750 ppm, and

3. A minimum solution temperature of 65'F.

b. The refueling water storage tank (RWST) with:

l. A minimum contained borated water volume of 106,000 gallons,
which is equivalent to 12% indicated level,

A boron concentration of between 2400 and 2600 ppm, and

3. A minimum solution temperature of 40'F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION:

With no borated water source OPERABLE, suspend all operations involving CORE
ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.1.2.5
OPERABLE:

The above required borated water source shall be demonstrated

a 0 At least once per 7 days by:

2.

Verifying the boron concentration of the water,

Verifying the contained borated water volume, and

3. Verifying the boric acid tank solution temperature when it
is the source of borated water.

b, At least once per 24 hours by verifying the RWST temperature whenit is the source of borated water and the outside air temperature
is less than 40'F.

SHEARON HARRIS - UNIT 1 3/4 1-11 Amendment No.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BORATED WATER SOURCES - OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.6 As a minimum, the following borated water source(s) shall be
OPERABLE as required by Specification 3.1.2.2:

a. The boric acid tank with:

A minimum contained borated water volume of 23,917 gallons,
which is ensured by maintaining indicated level of greater
than or equal to 70%,

3.

A boron concentration of between 7000 and 7750 ppm, and

A minimum solution temperature of 65'F.

b. The refueling water storage tank (RWST) with:

A minimum contained borated water volume of 436,000 gallons,
which is equivalent to 92% indicated level.

2.

3.

4.

A boron concentration of between 2400 and 2600 ppm,

A minimum solution temperature of 40'F, and

A maximum solution temperature of 125'F.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

a ~ With the boric acid tank inoperable and being used as one of the
above required borated water sources, restore the boric acid tank
to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN as
required by Figure 3.1-1 at 200'F; restore the boric acid tank to
OPERABLE status within the next 7 days or be in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the next 30 hours.

b. With the RWST inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLE status
within 1 hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next
6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SHEARON HARRIS - UNIT 1 3/4 1-12 Amendment No.
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3 4 5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

3 4 5.1 ACCUMULATORS

COLD LEG INJECTION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.5.1 Each Reactor Coolant System (RCS) accumulator shall be OPERABLE with:

a. The isolation valve open with power supply circuit breaker open,

b. A contained borated water volume of between 66 and 968 indicated
level,

c. A boron concentration of between 2400 and 2600 ppm, and

d. A nitrogen cover-pressure of between 585 and 665 psig.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3*.

ACTION

a. With one accumulator inoperable, except as a result of a closed
isolation valve, restore the inoperable accumulator to OPERABLE
status within 1 hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next
6 hours and reduce pressurizer pressure to less than 1000 psig
within the following 6 hours.

b. With one accumulator inoperable due to the isolation valve being
closed, either immediately open the isolation valve or be in at
least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours and reduce pressurizer pressure
to less than 1000 psig within the following 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.5.1.1 Each accumulator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a ~ At least once per 12 hours by:

Verifying, by the absence of alarms, the contained borated
water volume and nitrogen cover-pressure in the tanks, and

2 ~ Verifying that each accumulator isolation valve is open.

*RCS pressure above 1000 psig.

SHEARON HARRIS - UNIT 1 3/4 5-1 Amendment No.



EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS
e

3 4 5 4 EFUELING WATER STORAGE T

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.5.4 The refueling water storage tank (RWST) shall be OPERABLE with:

a. A minimum contained borated water volume of 436,000 gallons, which
is equivalent to 92% indicated level.

b. A boron concentration of between 2400 and 2600 ppm of boron,

c. A minimum solution temperature of 40'F, and

d. A maximum solution temperature of 125'F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION'ith

the RWST inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLE status within 1 hour or
be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.5.4 The RWST shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a ~ At least once per 7 days by:

1. Verifying the contained borated water volume in the tank,
and

2. Verifying the boron concentration of the water.

b. At least once per 24 hours by verifying the RWST temperature when
the outside air temperature is less than 40'F or greater than
125'F.

SHEARON HARRIS - UNIT 1 3/4 5-9 Amendment No.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SP DD VE SYSTE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.2.2 The Spray Additive System shall be OPERABLE with:

a 0 A Spray Additive Tank containing between 28 and 30 weight 8 NaOH
and a contained volume of between 3268 and 3964 gallons which will
be ensured by maintaining an indicated level between 92% and 96%,
and

b. Two spray additive eductors each capable of adding NaOH solution
from the chemical additive tank to a Containment Spray System pump
flow.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With the Spray Additive System inoperable, restore the system to OPERABLE
status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours;
restore the Spray Additive System to OPERABLE status within the next 48 hours
or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.6.2.2 The Spray Additive System shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a ~ At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual,
power-operated, or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct
position;

b. At least once per 6 months by:

1.
2.

Verifying the contained solution volume in the tank, and
Verifying the concentration of the NaOH solution by chemical
analysis.

c, At least once per 18 months during shutdown, by verifying that
each automatic valve in the flow path actuates to its correct
position on a containment spray or containment isolation phase A
test signal as applicable; and

d. At least once per 5 years by verifying each eductor flow rate is
between 19.5 and 20.5 gpm, using the RWST as the test source
containing at least 436,000 gallons of water.

SHEARON HARRIS - UNIT 1 3/4 6-12
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3 4.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3 4 9 1 BORON CONCENTRATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.1.a The boron concentration of all filled portions of the Reactor Coolant
System and the refueling canal shall be maintained uniform and sufficient to
ensure that the more restrictive of the following reactivity conditions is
met; either:

(1) A boron concentration to maintain K,zz less than or equal to 0.95 as
specified in the COLR, or

(2) A boron concentration of greater than or equal to 2000 ppm.

3.9.1.b The valves listed in Table 3.9-1 shall be in their positions required
by Table 3.9-1.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6.

ACTION:

a. With the requirements of Specification 3.9.1.a not satisfied, immediately
suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity
changes, and initiate and continue boration at greater than or equal to
30 gpm of a solution containing greater than or equal to 7000 ppm boron or
its equivalent until the boron concentration to maintain K«< less than or
equal to 0.95 as specified in the COLR, or the boron concentration is
restored to greater than or equal to 2000 ppm, whichever is the more
restrictive.

b. With the requirements of Specification 3.9.1.b not satisfied, immediately
suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity
changes, and initiate action to return the valve(s) to the position
required by Table 3.9-1.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.9.1.1 The more restrictive of the two reactivity conditions of
Specification 3.9.1.a shall be determined prior to:

a. Removing or unbolting the reactor vessel head, and

b. Withdrawal of any control rod in excess of 3 feet from its fully
inserted position within the reactor vessel.

4.9.1.2 The boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant System and the
refueling canal shall be determined by chemical analysis to be within the
limits of Specification 3.9.1.a at least once per 72 hours.

4.9.1.3 At least once per 31 days, verify that the valves listed in
Table 3.9-1 are in their positions required by Table 3.9-1.

SHEARON HARRIS - UNIT 1 3/4 9-1 Amendment No.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BASES

BORATION SYSTEMS Continued

from full power equilibrium xenon conditions and requires 23,917 gallons of
7000 ppm borated water be maintained in the boric acid storage tanks or
436,000 gallons of 2400-2600 ppm borated water be maintained in the refueling
water storage tank (RWST).

With the RCS temperature below 350'F, one boron injection flow path is accept-
able without single failure consideration on the basis of the stable reactivity

SHEARON HARRIS - UNIT 1 B 3/4 1-2a Amendment No.
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EACTIVITY CO TROL YSTEMS

BASES

BORATION SYSTEMS Continued

condition of the reactor and the additional restrictions prohibiting CORE
ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity changes in the event the single boron
injection flow path becomes inoperable.

The limitation for a maximum of one charging/safety injection pump (CSIP) to
be OPERABLE and the Surveillance Requirement to verify all CSIPs except the
required OPERABLE pump to be inoperable below 325'F provides assurance that a
mass addition pressure transient can be relieved by the operation of a single
PORV.

The boron capability required below 200'F is sufficient to provide the
required SHUTDOWN MARGIN as defined by Specification 3/4.1.1.2 after xenon
decay and cooldown from 200'F to 140'F. This condition requires either
5917 gallons of 7000 ppm borated water be maintained in the boric acid storage
tanks or 106,000 gallons of 2400-2600 ppm borated water be maintained in the
RWST.

The gallons given above are the amounts that need to be maintained in the tank
in the various circumstances. To get the specified indicated levels used for
surveillance testing, each value had added to it an allowance for the unusable
volume of water in the tank, allowances for other identified needs, and an
allowance for possible instrument error. In addition, for human factors
purposes, the percent indicated levels were then raised to either the next
whole percent or the next even percent and the gallon figures'rounded off.
This makes the LCO values conservative to the analyzed values.

The limits on contained water volume and boron concentration of the RWST also
ensure a pH value of between 8.5 and 11.0 for the solution recirculated within
containment after a LOCA. This pH band minimizes the evolution of iodine and
minimizes the effect of chloride and caustic stress corrosion on mechanical
systems and components.

The BAT minimum temperature of 65'F ensures that boron solubility is
maintained for concentrations of at least the 7750 ppm limit. The RWST
minimum temperature is consistent with the STS value and is based upon other
considerations since solubility is not an issue at the specified concentration
levels. The RWST high temperature was selected to be consistent with
analytical assumptions for containment heat load.

The OPERABILITY of one Boron Injection System during REFUELING ensures that
this system is available for reactivity control while in MODE 6.

3 4 1 3 MOVABLE CONTROL ASSEMBLIES

The specifications of this section ensure that: (1) acceptable power distri-
bution limits are maintained, (2) the minimum SHUTDOWN MARGIN is maintained,
and (3) the potential effects of rod misalignment on associated accident
analyses are limited. OPERABILITY of the control rod position indicators is
required to determine control rod positions and thereby ensure compliance with
the control rod alignment and insertion limits.
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BASES

CONTAINMENT VENTILATION SYSTEM Continued

gross leakage failures could develop. The 0.60 L~ leakage limit of Specifica-
tion 3.6.1.2b. shall not be exceeded when the leakage rates determined by the
leakage integrity tests of these valves are added to the previously determined
total for all valves and penetrations subject to Type B and C tests.

3 4 6 2 DEPRESSURIZATION AND COOLING SYSTEMS

3 4 6 2 1 CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the Containment Spray System ensures that containment de-
pressurization and cooling capability will be available in the event of a LOCA
or steam line break. The pressure reduction and resultant lower containment
leakage rate are consistent with the assumptions used in the safety analyses.

The Containment Spray System and the Containment Fan Coolers are redundant to
each other in providing post-accident cooling of the containment atmosphere.
However, the Containment Spray System also provides a mechanism for removing
iodine from the containment atmosphere and therefore the time requirements for
restoring an inoperable spray system to OPERABLE status have been maintained
consistent with that assigned other inoperable ESF equipment.

3 4.6 2.2 SPRAY ADDITIVE SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the Spray Additive System ensures that sufficient NaOH is
added to the containment spray in the event of a LOCA. The limits on NaOH
volume and concentration ensure a pH value of between 8.5 and 11.0 for the
solution recirculated within containment after a LOCA. This pH band minimizes
the evolution of iodine and minimizes the effect of chloride and caustic
stress corrosion on mechanical systems and components. The contained solution
volume limit includes an allowance for solution not usable because of tank
discharge line location or other physical characteristics. These assumptions
are consistent with the iodine removal efficiency assumed in the safety
analyses.

The maximum and minimum volumes for the Spray Additive Tank are based on the
analytical limits. The specified indicated levels used for surveillance
include instrument uncertainties and unusable tank volume.

3 4.6 2 3 CONTAINMENT COOLING SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the Containment Fan Coolers ensures that adequate heat re-
moval capacity is available when operated in conjunction with the Containment
Spray Systems during post-LOCA conditions.

The Containment Fan Coolers and the Containment Spray System are redundant to
each other in providing post-accident cooling of the containment atmosphere.
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

6.9 1 6 CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT

6.9.1.6.1 Core operating limits shall be established and documented in the
CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR), plant procedure PLP-106, prior to each
reload cycle, or prior to any remaining portion of a reload cycle, for the
following:

a ~

b.

d.

e.

g

Moderator Temperature Coefficient Positive and Negative Limits and
300 ppm surveillance limit for Specification 3/4.1.1.3,

Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits for Specification 3/4.1.3.5,

Control Bank Insertion Limits for Specification 3/4.1.3.6,

Axial Flux Difference Limits, target band, and APL forND

Specification 3/4.2.1,

Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor, F<, K(Z), W(Z), APL~ and W(Z)s~
for Specification 3/4.2.2,

Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor, FpP, and Power Factor
Multiplier, PF~ for Specification 3/4.2.3.

Boron Concentration for Specification 3/4.9.1.

6.9.1.6.2 The analytical methods used to determine the core operating limits
shall be those previously reviewed and approved by the NRC, specifically those
described in the following documents:

WCAP-9272-P-A, "WESTINGHOUSE RELOAD SAFETY EVALUATION METHODOLOGY",
July 1985 (W Proprietary).

(Methodology for Specification 3.1.1.3 - Moderator Temperature
Coefficient, 3.1.3.5 - Shutdown Bank Insertion Limit, 3.1.3.6
Control Bank Insertion Limit, 3.2.1 - Axial Flux Difference, 3.2.2
Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor, 3.2.3 - Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot
Channel Factor, and 3;9.1 - Boron Concentration).

b. WCAP-11914, "SAFETY EVALUATION SUPPORTING A MORE NEGATIVE EOL
MODERATOR TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION FOR THE
SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT", August 1988 (W Proprietary).
Approved by NRC Safety Evaluation dated May 22, 1989.

(Methodology for Specification 3.1.1.3 - Moderator Temperature
Coefficient).

WCAP 1 02 1 6 P A ) RELAXATION OF CONSTANT AXIAL OFFSET CONTROL Fq
SURVEILLANCE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION", JUNE 1983 (W Proprietary).

(Methodology for Specifications 3.2.1 - Axial Flux Difference
(Relaxed Axial Offset Control) and 3.2.2 - Heat Flux Hot Channel
Factor (F< Methodology for W(Z) surveillance requirements)).
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